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Names and Issues
of 78 Campaian
by Tracy Riddle

•

Apathy, CIP Program, Cluster Colleges
effective spending of student'* "
'
and tuition hikes are the main issues brought
up by the candidates for ASUOP Presidfn

strEss""-ws
factory spending of each student's seventh
five dollars invested in ASUOP "Eve™
dollar should provide the best entertain
merit, programs and services possible," he
Vincent Orange, a candidate for ASI inp
President, has said that he knows what the
student s problems are. "It is time we start
using our students as resources and get
everyone involved," he said.
aicnfrl0"8 W'th the financ|al issues, there is
also the question of the Senate. Presidential
Candidate Keiji Doizaki feels, "The senate
ion was obtained by the President or the
is toUmaekerdneCh' ^ ^ Senate's fu^hon
MrmJTi dec,si0ns- Yet, not being in
formed has made the Senate a group making

™,L
tion.
ma

W"h

S

That must change."

Vice PmcHHbCfk' candidate for ASUOP
ateuT the S
f,d that he iS C0ncemad
3nd the i0b 0f
Vice—Pretirt^13
have seen
'? worklng with them. "I
needed tn
u °u motivating force which is
^eded to push the Senate into action," he
Lori Kennedy, candidate for ASUOP

••

money that'ouT'stu^nTa6™'* ab°Uf the
tuition. "One of mu
Paying toward
rte a chapter of Coarf™"1'65 is to organ"
University Students COPUS C°"ege and
student lobby oreani
'S 3 national
l° the
tuition crisis aH across
^
across the country," she
ASUOP Vice PresTd"^61"' candidate for
C I P
, dent' ls concerned about
has r ha
'act that UOP's administration
hanged its commitment to tha
program should serve as incentive to the
students to renew and even exnanri tr,
Mmittment to this important program," he
ViceXes,SSlCa"didate for ASUOP
at the c'usterColleges
an important
imn *
cges are
are an
part of Pacifk»ti,»

and clusters provide a unique and exciting
student body to be involved in," he said
b.,tpAhSd°[ e'ection committee will distri
s t0 a" students wlfh a com
niete ?I
piete statement from each candidate.
Voting places for the election have been
designated at El Centra for all Covell
students; Pharmacy for all Pharmacy
students, and the University Center for all
other schools. The polls will be open both
days from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
If a runoff is necessary it will be held
March 6.

Nurse Assaulted/
Security Tightens

United Nations
Tomorrow

Months of preparation by the UOP Model
students."
United Nations program come to a
program is respected
because we
conclusion this Saturday as UOP hosts the
m°te t,me and effon than °ther
^h™i
Centra! Regions Institute of the Model
"m"1"18 °Ur delegates'" Murphy
of *fr,e/l.urse was recently the victim
The nurse reacted by shoving the suspect
United Nations of the Far West
explained. Moreover, when we last hosted
away with a clipboard which she was holding
Over 80 colleges and universities in far
Health Center
**the C°We" Student
the conference in 1973, we had a very
in her hands. As the suspect was rqnning to western states participate in MUNFW which
successful session."
0«*C^>yt0 Dean Wi,liam Barr from the
his car, the nurse pushed a button to call the climaxes every year with a three-day confer
duplicate that effort of
1973°unp tt6"T1
abouf ?n Ud6nt Life'the attack occurred at two male UOP students who live in the health ence at one of the schools. The three regions
1973, UOP is Didding this year to host the
pm
a
o,
- couple of weeks ago.
center. (The students live there to assist
of the organization each run a one-day
ann oH*!'" 1980' The PTOp0Sal ^USt be
patients and staff.)
sh,ftrrjyb!f°re the change in nurses'
scaled-down version of the main conference
urseswenttoansweracall
MUNTO aMh^l ErUtiVe Committee of
The suspect is described as a young as a "warm-up" session. UOP has been
at tho k P
the Apr" session' where each
d°°r' The susPect, said Barr,
lookpri
black male. He fled the health center in an
preparing for the Central Regional since it
school has one vote. San Jose State
3r
nd
t0
make
sure
orange Honda Civic.
nearh °P
that nobody was
was assigned last October.
University is also submitting a bid to host the
^^yeodgrabbed the nurse's right breast.
Barr said that as a result of the attack,
conference.
Seattle University will host this year's
the back door of the health center will be
main conference (XXVIII Session) April 12equipped with one-way mirrors. These will 15 in Seattle with nearly 1000 students
enable the nurses to view the callers without attending. Each school represents one or
b,
more countries and participates in General
being seen. In addition, the doorwill house a
"mail slot." Students will be required to send
Assembly and committee proceedings
espec,ed ad'sors in the
modeled after the U.N. in New York. Topics
their UOP identification through the slot
organization."
to be discussed this year include
before the door is opened.
be theUsiPnSthebld' ^acramen to would
Disarmament, the Palestinian and
According to UOP security, this is the Rhodesian
questions,
economic
second assault on campus in the past two development, and human rights.
months. The first attack involved a female
UOP will send 32 delegates representing
UOP student while she was in the quad area.
four countries (Czechoslavakia, Nigeria,
Inaddition, the Student Lifeadministration is Malaysia, and Mexico) to Seattle. The
been
aware of one rape (occuringatthe beginning delegates are all students in COP, Elbert
of the year) and one act of indecent Covell and Raymond-CaIlison colleges.
"We always send one of the largest and
exposure.
credit for
best prepared delegations to the session,"
The Pacifican was informed of the attack
said Tim Murphy, president of UOP's MUN
by an anonymous phone call. The source
are Grgerfu.ltevdandTeRe8i0nalS,aff
program and Regional Director.
"A
was then confirmed by the Office of Student
"rma nnReivaMs,,neLfr0rT1
Life, Security and the Stockton Police combination of University and ASUOP
Horstkottee
and
Jill
Zieglerof
Covell; Richa?d
funding, along with delegate fund-raising
Department.
Miller, Joanne Pukish, Debbv Wh»h .
efforts enables us to send a number of
Lilley, and Chad Otten of COP
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Greg Kaufman

Spending Time in Another World
Greg does not share the same fears that
many people have of sharks. "I figure that
by Melinda McMullen
they are just as scared of me as I am of
them," he smiles. He remembers one time
Most of us know only one world: land.
when he went into an underwater springand
Ironically, the world is only % land. UOP stu
ran "smack into a 6-foot shark."
dent Greg Kaufman spends much of histime
"We both turned around and swam in
in another world.
opposite directions. Sharks are afraid of any
"The most fascinating aspect to me is
thing that will fight back."
being totally weightless, being able to do
The same question keeps recurring:
somersaults and all those things you can't do
Why is a man with so much experience and
on land. You realize how small and in
drive attending a university which offers
significant you are."
little, if anything, toward his major course of
At 23, Greg has had his underwater
study.
photographs printed in National Geo
"A friend of mine is a PhD and teaching
graphic and Audubon Magazine. He has also
in a private girls school in L.A. Hegraduated
worked with Jacques Cousteau.
from Stanford but attended UOP for two
"Right now," said Greg, "I am being
years. He said that this is the best place to go
published, but not under my own name."
to obtain a general education."
Greg works with a professor on all his
Upon graduation Kaufman hopes to
research and filming projects.
attend the University of Hawaii and study
But his work has not been in vainand he
underwater medicine. "That's where you
does not feel that he has been taken
..research the effects of water on man," he
advantage of. "The men I worked with will
says. "For example, they have learned that
write a letter to anyone saying that I did the
One of the difficult underwater shots taken by Greg Kaufman.
by using a decompression chamber aids in
writing or photography."
the conquering of migraine headaches."
In addition to the rewards of being"The trick to underwater photography,"
published, Kaufman has gained experience
says Greg, "is to just stick with it. I began
fascinating
things
you
can
do
with
a
camera
from someof the best - Jacques Cousteau for
Greg recounts one time when the first
taking pictures when I was 9 years old. I liked
underwater."
one.
half hour of a Cousteau special was spent
photographing grass ata low angle to make it
In
1976,
Kaufman
learned
to
use
his
with the story of how the ship had run
"Some people say that Cousteau wastoo
camera for research. In the short span of look like a jungle. It just looked like grass
aground.
dramatic. Do you know how he narrated his
four months, Greg did research for close up," he laughs.
"It did run aground," saysKaufman, "but
He has stuck with it and it looks like th
films? He would sit in his living room and talk
Smithsonian
Institute, Duks University,
not where the special said it did—it ran
work may pay off. Yet, Greg Kaufman
while the footage was being shown. He
Lamont
Industries
and
Fairleigh
Dickenson
aground later in the trip and it was no big
remains very modest about
his
talked right off the top of his head. Sure it
University.
deal, really. They (the producers) just
was dramatic.
When he narrated, he
Recently he spent four days filming a accomplishments. He says it's not hard to
wanted to add to the drama."
remembered his feeling of being right down
Public Broadcasting Systems special in the get the opportunity to work with such experts
'"After I graduated from high school, I
there with the crew."
as Cousteau, Jack Randell, Francis P.
Carribean.
did research for Kaiser on heart attacks."
In addition, says Kaufman, Cousteaui Then, says Greg, he "fell in love and got
"That was wild," he laughs. "We were Shepard and Robert Dietz.
was criticized for commercialism.
"They like to have new people around.
married." He and his wife moved to Hawaii instructional guides and we had to do all the
"That was the furthest thing from his
commercial thingyou see on television—you That way things don't get stagnant and
(her home) and he began to develop an
mind. The reason he quit was that Madison
know—letting the fish eat out of our hands. boring."
interest in underwater photography.
Avenue had jurisdiction over what would
One thing's for sure. Greg Kaufman is
They even used underwater cue cards that
"I met a friend who was a professor at the
sell."
said things like 'Slow down' or 'Get closer.' not boring.
University of Hawaii. He showed me the

On the spot

by Wanda Lau and Jorge Raya

"What do you look for in a mate?"
John
Hamrick(Professor,
School of
Engineering): Someone interesting, fun,
sweet, kind, good looking. If you've ever met
my wife, you'd know what I mean. She'd pro
bably read this, so I'd better say something
nice. Also, someone who's not an engineer.
Someone who complements my personal
ity.

Oliver Stark (Soph., Elbert Covell): She
should think like me politically—which,
because of my German heritage—is very
right. Y'know what I mean—like Hitler, in
some respects. I'd like her to be ideal in sex,
of course. Everything I like, she must like
also.

Kathy Bacon (Jr., School of Engineering): I
would say sensitivity, compatibil ity and com
mon interests. Positive outlooks on life, mu
tual values concerning people. Creativity,
intelligence and the ability to have a good
time and see humor in every aspect of life.

Harold Silliman(Sr., COP): Stars in her eyes.
The ability to cook spaghetti. Iwill require all
potential wives to submit to a questionnaire
. on .tbeir culinary.expertise.

1

Susie Rice (Jr., COP): Good looks, good
personality and a cute butt. Has to have the
same interests that I do, and some different
ones, too, for variety. He should like sailing
and having a good time. He's gotta be will
ing to do his share of the domestic chores,
because I don't wanna do it all.

Leonard Easter (UOP gardener): I guess
personality, really. If our personalities don't
match, we can't have an understanding. I
like a lady sort of on the smart side—can't
deal with the dumb ones. Looks aren't every
thing. I like a lively lady.

Phil McDonald (Sr., School of Business): She
should be intelligent, good looking,cultured,
congenial, athletic, healthy, fun to be with all
the time. And sexy! And she should like to
travel. In other words, she has to be just like
me.

Angela Wong (3rd Yr., School of Pharmacy):
I haven't been looking lately. Been too busy
studying.
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"You'll Never Walk Alone"

byt Claudia Dochtermann

••••%

Security problems on many California
college campuses have raised questions
about the personal safety of students at UOP
Over the past two months, several steps
have been taken to eliminate possible high
risk areas on the campus. According to Judv
Chambers at the Office of Student Life fur
ther plans are currently underway.
Jess Marks, UOP residence hall
coordinator, reports that the university is
initiating a three-prong program to improve
personal safety: more lighting on campus
increased student awareness and a series of
self-protection clinics. A recent inspection
tour of the campus at night by students and
administration was conducted to identify
areas needing improved lighting and
security measures.

PrSLr;t0d°e^'tcanto
we want ?oa?voTdtthh:mma7^r0blems' and
Chambers. HoweveMt ?s f 'uture- sa'd
for non-university people d P°SS,ble
campus and cause trouble
^ °n
emPhasized

ChamberS

FOR ALL STUDENTS2

the

sr re

most

SECUR,TY

Secunty Chief Les Smith and Ross
?'reCt0r

Plant have
Pledged full cooperation in stepping up
K
p
security measures.
of

Physical

A similar bill was defeated several years
ago but Brett Hewitt of the U. of California
Student Lobby, is optimistic about this
amendment. "Our effort is much stronger
now, he said, "We've got more student
groups around the state working on if we
have students writing letters, and we are get
ting a lot of press."

MEASURES ARE RECOMMENDED*

vice in your dorm0™60"6 °n the campus at night. Use the escort ser-

Several new light fixtures have already
been installed or replaced along paths and
walkways during the past weeks.
The Organization of University
Residences has taken the lead in expanding
escort services and plans to conduct rape
c inics. In addition, they are planning to esta
blish a rumor control system, and distribute
self-protection information to students living

Apartment for rent-no students
please.
That kind of housing discrim
ination is being fought by students in Minne
sota and California.
In California, a bill amending the Rumord Act, a housing and job discrimination
law to include discrimination against
students, has passed the California State
Assembly and is now before the State Sen
ate Finance Committee.

and paths-

th»

the s,ree'80 in,° a

to a lighted area.

change directions, make a call orgo

scream, kick, bite, etc.

^^l«^lhS

'he bil I comes mostly from

A survey conducted by the Lobby last
year found that 30-50 percent of the stu
dents on UC campuses who have sought
orr campus housing were denied housing
at least once solely because they were stuI dents.

'&irj

S'fattac,ked-

0ppos'tlon to

laree 1m 6 '°bby' wh'ch Hewitt noted is a
arge campaign contributor. At the mo
ment, said Hewitt the opposition isweakbe, ause °f °ther laws before the State Legis
lature dealing with housing.

!^^te"|rtic<,,,944-8383or

11
(Mere all the bank
student needs
fcg»»gsaaaaB»

Ce President of Student Life, Judy
r, ^'
Chambers expressed her concern for
student safety and commented that, "the

I 2000 stlSsIn camDl?t!lbe'°
[wecan al.help make fhe

MM WBf

use ex,reme

^ution at nig

he

I

wav lnAMinnesota' a sim'lar effort is underay. A proposal to make it illegal to dis

SEET-StAdentS m hous,n«lsnow
Snd th!^ ? PPmpna'ions CommitJudiciary Committee and
h?annl ^
hearings and possibly a vote on the bill are
expected during this legislative
legisla:
session

ie bank that can do the
most for vou. rhannoc
h<! mOSt '0r^
L^lltSng K feeto

Colleqeepjan®arCh^Clete n"96 °[

other subjects

basic student

banking services-

' f,nanc,n9 an education, and many

e ?anuCoOVer f ™9u °f l0pics-And ^ou can Pick UP your
copie?free
a
p
rree at any one of our branches. Without obligation.

BANK OF AMERICA NT&SA. MEMBER FDIC

: ppr

BANKOF AMERICA
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Quonsets To Go

National Survey
Student government presidents and
student newspaper editors have a cool
opinion of each other's performance,
judging by a survey recently done by
National On-Campus Report.
Fully 34 per cent of the student editors
consider their student government "poor,"
12 per cent regard it as good or excellent and
62 per cent say it is "fair." When student
presidents were asked their opinion of their
student paper, 18 per cent rated it good or
excellent, 17 per cent poor and 64 per cent
fair.
As might be expected, the larger the
paper, the higher the rating, rangingfrom 50
per cent "good or excellent" for papers at
large four-year universities to a 10 percent
"good or excellent" rating for small two-year
college papers.
Student editors are apparently more
liberal politically on the average than the
student body presidents. When asked how
their political views compared to the average
student on their campus, 61 per cent of the
editors said they were "more liberal," 30 per
cent said they were "about the same,' and 9
per cent were "more conservative."
Among student body presidents, on the
other hand, 36 percent said they were"more
liberal" than the average student on their
campus, 46 percent were "about the same

Fear of
Epidemic

and 18 percent were more conservative.
Student presidents at two-year colleges
with enrollments over 2,000 st"de^
devoted 26 hours weekly to their jobs, but
nearly all of them, as well as their counter
parts at smaller two-year institutions, said
they received no compensaiton.
At four-year colleges and universities
with enrollments over 8,000 student
presidents worked 36 hours weekly and
averaged $1,375 per school year in
compensation. At four-year institutions with
enrollments of 2,001 to 8,000, the studentbody president put in 30 hours per week and
got $650 in compensation while student
presidents of smaller four-year colleges
spent 20 hours per week and received an
average of $335 per school year.
The typical student newspaper editor at
a two-year institution, like his or her student
body president, receives no pay.
Editors of weekly papers at four-year
colleges said they averaged 33 hours per
week on the job and were paid an average of
$35 per week. Editors of dailies worked 41
hours per week and were paid $75,
according to the survey.
The survey is the first of a continuing
series to be administered twice annually by
National On-Campus Report.

Unemployment

Professors and students may have been
noticing a drop in attendance this week.
According to Dr. Alan Morrison, Director of
the UOP Health Center, flu has hit the cam
pus.
"All our beds are filled and we saw 120
patients today," said Morrison last Wed
nesday. "People wi th the flu have got togo to
bed or they will risk pneumonia," he
stressed.
Morrison said that the symptoms of the
flu are fever, headache, aching joints, and
chills. Occasionally, the student may also
suffer nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea.
Because the illness is easily con
tracted, Morrison expressed concern over
the upcoming band frolic. 'The room is hot
and stuffy," said Morrison. "If students be
gin to pass a bottle around, thehealth center
is going to be chaos next week.
The flu usually lasts 72 hours and is
highly contagious. The only cure is bed rest
and lots of fluids.
UOP isn't the only place to suffer from
the current onslaught of the flu. In Stockton,
Dameron and St. Joseph's hospital were
filled to capacity with the illness. This flu is
not to be confused with the Russian fluwhich
is longer in duration.

An experimental investigation by the
Utah State Department of Employment
Security has found that 36 students atthe U.
of Utah may be receiving unemployment
benefits illegally.
According to department regulations,
anyone receiving benefits must be available
for work and taking less than eight hours of
daytime classes.
On the weekly department question
naire, the 36 students answered that they
were not attending school when, in fact,they
were, according to the state Auditor's Office.
Other students also said on the
questionnaire they were not attending
school but were found to be taking less than
eight hours of classes.
Deputy State Auditor Boyd Wagstaff said
letters would be sent to the 36 students ask
ing them to verify university enrollment.
Some may be requested to appear before a
hearing to decide if they would remain on
unemployment rolls.

Architect Sets Priorities
by Jan Egan
.
In the beginning, there were quonset
h tc anri thev were good. Thirty-three years

"""aX durtnsWorld war II to 'militate»»
enlisted men who wished to further their
education, the huts were later used by
returning vets who studied engineering and
other related subjects.
According to Les Abbot UOP s arch,
tect-in-residence, the post-war college
campus was suddenly beseiged with young
men and women who wanted to continue
their education, which had been interrupted
with the onset of the war.
"Although the quonset huts were ini
tially constructed as temporary classrooms,
when the war ended we couldnt find im
mediate space for the increased en
rollment. We used the huts then for that
need and later, when theUniversity expand
ed, the huts were used both as classrooms
and storage space."
Abbot detailed for The Pacifican the
future plans and projections for the quonset
huts, tentatively scheduled to be torn down
around 1981. "We'll phase out the area bit by
bit," said Abbot. "We think the first to go will
be the hut that houses KUOP." Abbot con
tinued to say that the radio station will pro
bably be moved to North Hall, underneath
the Pacifican offices. The speech and lang
uage department, presently in North Hall,
will be moved over to south Campus, along
with the chemistry, psychology, and biology
departments.
Abbot emphasized that the science
department moves to South Campus will re
quire structural and plumbing changes in
volving several years of planning and ex
ecution.

Come join us

As soon as the quonsets are gone, grass
and a parking lot will fill that area. "We'll
landscape the land so that the unlikely
combination of parking lot and park will be
aesthetically pleasing."
Other projects under consideration for
the 1980's are the expansion of the library,
and the consolidation of the music depart
ment. "The library project is probably the
first we'll work on," said Abbot. "But the
music department plan is fairly new and
subsequently, hypothetical. It's an exciting
project to be working on, because it involves
the literal aswell as the figurative bringingtogether of the music students."
Abbot
stressed the importance of the music pro
ject: "Music students don't really have a
base, a home building, as most of the other
schools do." Architectural plans call for the
construction of an adjacent building at the
rear and side of theConservatory. This build
ing will house practice rooms and the music
library, as well as some offices for theprofes
sors. "Owen Hall will be phased out also, and
the students will no longer have to traverse
the campus to get to and from their music
classes."
Abbot is looking forward to the future or
UOP's grounds. "Within twenty years, UOP
will be completely rennovated, with bikeand
walkways through the main part of campus,
and some more landscaping done to beau
tify the ground. We also hope that the re
shuffling of the departments will be com
pleted, and that the concept of the cluster
campus will be realized."
"But," said Abbot, "all of these projects
are contingent upon one thing: Money.
Unless the Development Office raises
enough money with the fund drive (current
ly underway), it's just wishful thinking."
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ampus Facilities to be Altered Vitamin C
tor Handicapped Students
Myth- Miracle
Ramps and elevators for the
handicapped will soon become common
place on the UOP campus as the
administration responds to a recent federal
mandate.
Signed into law last April by Secretryof
Health, Education and Welfare Joseph
Califano, the ruling that all public and pri
vate institutions supported by HEW funds
make their programs and facilities
accessible with Sept.1,1980 as a target date
to disabled people. Among other provisions,'
the law also prohibits discrimination against
the disabled in employment practices.
University Architect Leonard Abbott,
who will be responsible for the campus
renovation, wasn't taken by surprise when
the law was passed.
"I thought it was the right thing to do,"
said Abbott. "The law meant that we had to

by Robert Fosse
d0 WThhl archh>Ul? have been

doing anyway."
The architect is currently doing a survev
2^us bcodings in order todefine
which of them will receive priority in meeting

relief.
Braille signs for the blind will
eventually be installed inelevators and other
locations, and the hard-of-hearing will have
visual fire alarms lamps of such intensity
they wake people up placed in their dorm
rooms.

Pharmacy Student

Do large doses of vitamin C cure the
common cold?
The controversy about
vitamin C began a few years ago when Nobel
Prize winner Linus Pauling published his
thi advice
students to obtain
theory that huge amounts of vitamin C could
"Those
who
might
have
lost
an
arm
and
prevent and even cure colds, (at doses up to
think " h! l°tHm°.r1f diffiCUlt thanP^P'e ^ay
use a prosthetic device may have difficulty
rS'nroh, d Kn°'eS Hal1' for example, is turning conventional doorknobs," added twenty times the recommended daily
allowance).
E^°ne uses * a* °"e time
or another
Abbott.
"Perhaps we'd have to install
Since then, many studies have been
doorknobs of a different shape." One
We d probably take a new look at its
carried out to test his theory, but most are
building, the drama department, on the
inconclusive and at best only a few of these
S6
think there
mteht
f H60done
" mUSed
' re-use
might b
be a' study
on the
of the south campus, already met the new indicate a slight improvement in severity of
second floor of Knoles Hall... we might put requirements even before the law was cold symptoms or a modest decrease intheir
passed.
administrative services on that floor, maybe
incidence.
We thought it was the proper thing to
Aside from these inconclusive findings,
1
3
do, said the architect. "The cost wasn't that
handicapped."
it has been substantiated that huge doses of
great during remodeling."
this important vitamin may actually be
n t KPe?°nS confined t0 a wheelchair would
Abbott said he hadno idea, though, what
~.,,J ones
v/1,YVIIU
Wt
not be the only
who would
be getting
harmful and may cause various undesirable
the entire project would cost.
side effects. Megadoses taken over pro
"If the whole solution costs a large
amount, he said, "that would have to be longed periods can lead to kidney stones in
spent over a period of several years. There certain susceptible persons.
Excessive
vitamin C may also
To make more economical use of facili
have been indications that thegovernment is
traditional semester, from mid-September
precipitate gout due to increased levels of
ties and to conserve energy are the main
going to assist us it's very possible."
f°JanUary and ^om February to the end of
uric acid produced. Morever, other adverse
reasons for a shift in academic calendars
"The law requires that things be under
May. Now, according to his survey only 7
reactions include effects on menstruation
used by colleges, according to a survey by
way
by
1980,"
Abbott
added.
"Butaslongas
percent of the colleges are using this eaten
LLoyd C. Oleson, registrar for Doane Col
we're moving in the right direction on a and even termination of pregnancy, as well
lege.
continuing
basis, I think the government as rebound scurvy in the offspring of
t»m °tbersystems used are: the quarter sysmothers taking large doses.
would probably approve."
According to Oleson, who has been
!h >-,<> PerCent)' run"ing in three parts
Large amounts of this vitamin may also
conducting an annual survey of academic
about 12 weeks long with the fourth part in
interfere in determining how much insulin a
calendars since 1971, 48 percent of the
•M i STmer session programs; the
diabetic should take by altering his urine
2500 colleges polled have an early semes
4 1 4 system (13percent),consistingof
glucose test results.
ter calendar running mid—August to Christ
tour-month terms in the fall and springand
Ingestion of large amounts of vitamin C
mas and beginning again in mid—January
What are UFO's? Where do they come
a one-month winter term, usually in Jan
can result in failure to diagnose intestinal
with graduation in mid—May.
from?
Why
are
they
here?
Is
there
intelligent
uary; and the trimester calendar (3 per
disorders, such as colon cancer, by causing
Formerly, most colleges followed the
life other than us? The University Center Pro
cent), which d ivides the year into three parts
false-negative blood-in-stool tests. It may
grams Council Lecture Committee is proud
of about 16 weeks each.
also present problems in the treatment of
to present a lecture and film presentation by
patients with anticoagulant drugs.
Dr. Allen Hynek at the Long Theatre on
The potential risks of vitamin C
Thursday, March 30 at 8:30 p.m.
megadose therapy in attempting to cure
Dr. Hynek was the technical advisor for
colds or to prevent them certainly outweighs
LIQUOR
"CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD
WINE
DELICATESSEN
any possible benefits, if there are any.
KIND" and is currently Director of the U.S.
The rational approach is to consume
Party Supplies - Groceries
UFO Studies. Dr. Hynek will present slides
vitamin C in amounts specified by
and films of unidentified flying objects and
Recommended Daily Allowance (45 to 60
will discuss Project Blue Book.
Keg Beer • Free Delivery
milligrams per day for adults, 40 to 55
During the day on Thursday, Dr. Hynek
milligrams for children, and 60 milligrams
Special discount for Frats and Sororities
will be at the Bookstore to autograph his
for pregnant and nursing mothers) for
book, "The UFO Experience" and to answer
proper maintenance of health.
125 E. JAMESTOWN
your questions.
The best source of this necessary
Admission is free, but seating is limited
vitamin is found in a well-balanced diet,
PHONE 478-3275
STOCKTON, CALIF.
so be sure to arrive early!
which includes vegetables and fruits,
especially citrus fruits. The recommended
daily requirement is provided by a glass of
orange juice or a serving of tomatoes.

Academic Calender

Close Encounters

ini's Liquors

study m England!
HARLAXTON:
An intercontinental educational adventure
available through the University of Evansville's
overseas campus located 110 miles north of
London.
•

Curriculum includes over 20 transferable
courses each term.

•

Small classes taught by British/American
faculty.

•

Spend a semester or year studying and
traveling abroad.

>*•»

•wf- •

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

•mSST
CcwiL-.

•

Open to qualified students
from accredited univer
sities.

i-ycu-b

TEST PREPARATION SPFCItlKTC

University of Evansville
The University of Evansville is an independent, united
Methodist related University, which operates, in all aspects
pertaining to students, faculty, administration and staff,
under a nondiscriminatory policy with regard to race, color,
age. religion, sex and national origin.

-jgQQ Lincoln Avenue
,__no
EvanSVllle, Indiana 4 //Uz
.

Indiana

Toll Free (800)'742-3788
/ftl9J47Q94fifi
10 I*/ ••/57-*tuo

,

CenTSt*.'

SAN FRANCISCO 415-433-1763
R4LOALTO
415-327 - 0841
f^***.ENTO 916-448-0351
SANTA CRUZ
408-call 411

CENTERS IN MAJOR U S CITIES
803-223-1782
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A UOP

Record Review

study/tour

Sights and sounds of Europe

Pictured in front of Henry James' home in
Rye, England are several members of the
travel-study excursion. The group studied
the attitudes, manners, values and feelings

of Jamesian characters in conjunction with
their own experience as Americans abroad.
Members pictured here include: Cathy
Richards, Patty Barach, Gail Williamson,

Anne Levin, Royce McNaughton, Joy Patter
son, Debra Ganelen, Sara Peckham, Sherri
Jackson, Tracey Jones, Jan Egan and Dr.
Diane Borden.

'pub life' with some of the other members,
•and became quite an expert at darts—with
the help of several English laddies.

nic, they called forthe bill. Totheirdismay, it
was 200 francs-just about $40. They had be
come, unofficial members of 'Jimmy's,' the
exclusive private nightclub!

by Beclqr Goehring

Twenty-two students, includingthis wri
ter, left for Europe January 3 for a travelstudy experience in London and Paris. Led
by Dr. Diane Borden, professor of English at
COP, thegroup studied the American author,
Henry James.
"One of James' major themes was the
American abroad," said Borden. "The
purpose of the trip was to examine the
feelings and reactions of the American in
Europe. By puttingthemseles into the Euro
pean setting, the students were able to ex
perience some of the same feelings as
James' characters."
The group spent three weeks in London
and one week in Paris visiting museums,
cathedrals and historical sites. They also
spent time becoming acquainted with the
European social life-discos, nightclubs,
pubs and theaters.
Museums visited by the group included
the Tate Gallery, the British Museum and the
Victoria & Albert Museum, the Louvre and
the Jeu de Paume. One of the favorites was a
special exhibit of Dada and Surrealist art. It
was themost comprehensive exhibition of its,
kind—including works by Dali, Magritte, Paul
Klee and Henry Moore.
While in London, the group also visited
such historical sites as the Tower of London,
Hampton Court, St. Paul's Cathedral and
Westminster Abbey. Side trips were taken to
Oxford and Cambridge, two of England's
most prestigious and beautiful college
towns. (In comparison, Stockton and UOP
look like pre-fab development complexes.)
The group also traveled to Rye, in South
ern England, a small rural community where
Flenry James lived and wrote. The quaint
look and atmosphere of the town gave the
group a nice contrast from the hustle and
bustle of London.
The night life of European cities was
explored quite extensively by members of
the group. Gale Williamson researched the

Theater-goers saw such plays as 'Wild
Oats', an 18th century bawdy comedy; 'Jesus
Christ Superstar', Agatha Christie's 'Mouse
trap'-which is in its 26th year, and 'Other
wise Engaged' a British comedy written for
the stage by Harold Pinter.
The Parisian scene was quite different
from the one in London. Hampered by
communication difficulties—the majority of
the group spoke very little French—people
found themselves in very peculiar situa
tions.

As for myself, the 'Big Event' was having
a young Parisian attempt to wine and dine
me as I walked to the hotel. The humour of
the situation came with his technique. I
think hehad seen every Paris love movieever
made. The cliches came fast and furious. A
few examples: "I think you are a very nice
girl;" "This is Paris—the romantic city;" "I'm
a boy, you're a girl;" "We drink a little wine,
make a little talk;" etc. We left each other
laughing, both knowing full well the humour
of the situation.

Two members of the group, Anne Levin
and Teresa Smith, found out just how
complicated langu.-ge problems can be.
After solicitingthe help of a cab driver forthe
location of a nightclub, the two were let in
side without having to pay the cover charge.
However, after each had had one gin and to

in all, the excursion was a tremendous
success. I came back to Stockton regretting
having to leave Europe, but at the same time,
thanking who knows who that San Francisco
is only 80 miles away, with an unlimited
amount of cultural and entertainment
possibilities—just waiting to be tapped.

Lori Kennedy

JOHN KLEMMER
Lifestyle (Living and Loving)
ABC 1007
by Greg Heyes

John Klemmer's latest album "Lifestyle:
(Living & Loving) has made quite a dent on
the charts and hangs on yet, no small feat for
a Jazz record even in this day of Benson and
Hancock. No smaller featfor Klemmer being
a non-singing, saxophone player.
Klemmer has been putting out albums
since about 1970, but not until 1975 did he
find his motherlode, "Touch." He followed
that with the highly successful "Barefoot
Ballet." The mood was one of inspired
sexuality. The song titles alongtold the story:
"Sleeping Eyes," "Body Pulse," "Talking
Hands," and "Crystal Fingers." The melody
was a rise and fall of tenor over long, persistent lines, seldom loud or aggressive, mostly
responding to and caressing Larry Carlton's
guitar or an electric piano.
"Lifestyle (Living & Loving)"continues in
the vein that has proved so popular. The
titles this time are "Caress," "Pure Love,"
"Tough and Tender," and "Lovin' Feelings."
All put together in a flow that is just Beautiful.
Klemmer's method relies heavily on his
considerable command of texture.
"Lifestyle (Living & LOving)" is very
similar to "Touch" in that both are excellent
mood records with some very fine sax work.
My one worry is that Klemmer has just about
worked the well as often as it can be worked
and still be interesting.

Band Frolic
One of UOP's most irreverant traditions,
Band Frolic, begins its 50th year tonight at
7:30 at the Conservatory Box Office.
Competition is among fraternities,
sororities and mixed living groups. The show
involves skits, dances and short musical
antics, created by members of the various
groups. Nothing is sacred as skits often in
volve parodies of events and people on
campus — even that revered structure,
Burns Tower, and its occupants are not safe.
More information and ticket informa
tion can be obtained by callingthe Conserva
tory Box Office at 946-2418 between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m.

Rainbow Records
& Tapes
Stockton's
Newest
Record Shop

All $6.98 & $7.98 List
Rock & Soul LP's $4.77
Come in and
compare
our
prices, selection,
and service.

Vice President

Rainbow Records
and Tapes

Organize a C0PUS chapter to lobby for increased State and
Federal funding i.e. scholarships and tuition tax credits.
Organize Support Services for Rape and Assault victims
Initiate Escort Services and Advertise those alreadv
establ i shed
Make sure the proposed $4.5 million event center does
indeed become an event center

7616 Pacific Avenue
In the new Lucky and
Longs Shopping Center
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10*10
Sun. 11-6
Phone 477-5665
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Time Out

tMmmr

The Track
k

I by Becky Goehring

/

Whenever I get bored or depressed in
IStockton, am all caught up on my school
work or have everything under control up
ng Way New*
here at the Pacifican, I call up my old friend Stand is our favoril ? ,.
Check the
horse's percentage in h f
Doris and we head for the horse track
St3rtS' and
find
out
who's
riding
him
^
m
I
Doris and I first were introduced to
the betting windows in mi
then itsoff to
Igambling and races via "The Dogs " For
bets.
Place our winning
those of you who aren't into the jargon "The
Dogs' refer to the Greyhounds. Although
The firs^Neve^eTonThT''0"5 however
Greyhound racing is illegal in California
iock
on board. There's one frTvW' ®n ug,y
Kthanks to the pressures and $$ of the horse
,bck
no matter what horse
never bet
people), tracks operate in such progressive
Baby Frankenct
"' We ca" him
Uny Group* Tund.y „ 7 p.m. in th. Cmmtoy.
states as Arizona and Florida. They are also
te,n'
beheve ™ 'he
nameS
Irun in Mexico at Tijuana and Juarez. Doris
On Monday, the 28th of Februarv at 7 «. ,
jgot her start in Florida. I was initiated thanks
P-m., a recital of totally original compo I™?fTOm brass puinfof t°so to voice and pJ
to my Uncle Duke, at Juarez
dancer)'these works
hLvTair'h b6 Perf0rmed- These new works are all-in r"'
Anyway, back to the story. Doris and I
GrouPes personal
have all been written by the student com
c,,r
,
style-a
discovered our mutual interests, and with
f
rockdaZ2
poser Lawrence Nash (Larry) Groupe'
atona?ri
°
-and tonal and
the helpof an old friend, who just happens to
Written for a variety of media (every- a,°nal Class,cal"
Ibean ex-jock, began to learn the insandouts
of horse racing. After our first day at the
races we were hooked. We've been race•track junkies ever since.

'/

ST

IX'V

-sss'asaTssp

I
Just the otheir day, both of us were
Keelingrather blue - so it was off to Golden
feate Fiefds in Albany to brighten ourselves
around the 4th race (out of
Ln , • .?Sf
hine total), had the valet park our car hothing but class with these girls - and

Med into the Turf Club.
|

Tbe Turf

Club is the place to be. All the

r0acesrSanrid|trtainerS ha"g °Ut there between
races, and, let me tell you, the money flows'
We stayed there to watch the 4th race on the
v deo color tv sets along with the rest of the

this nni^6 StUCk W'th this co'umn down to
this point you re probably wondering why an
entertainment editor is devoting her time to
horse races, aside from the fact that Rick
h°rSHen;edSPOrtS editor) doesn,t know a
thing about the horses, the race track is
entertaining. It's a whole different world
The atmosphere and the crowd which
gathers on every singleday provideshours of
fun and laughter.

. Por's and 1 always come home with
stories to tell. The last time we went, Jorge
Z thTn* m 'HglC W'th th6 "COmmor1folk,"
Aragon, one of the top riders (he was
m Wlth our Dai|y Racing
Form
champion
of the fair circuit last summer)
S
C
U
d
P
aCe
Ur
bet
on
the
fifth
jrace ' ° ** ° ' '
°
walked past us after the last race, as wewere
heading for our car, and said "Hello." Such a
|Wel|DaTmotrd ' hav(:a system. Rneverfails.
thrill I've never experienced!
ing'sW nner 'ab5Cond with the mor»If you get bored in Stockton, take
we drive t 1 " fr°m the Chron'and as Highway 4 over to Albany. The meet is still
track' we check over the
Inames nirv
going on And you too, along with Doris, my
g
(scientific
°neS We like' So far' 50
self, and ABC Sports candiscover the thrill of
victory and the agony of defeat and have a
°ur next step, and this is where we get
good time while doing it.
(stand*

•'

Str0"ed

°n

down t0 the

Community Calendar

run into a few of my friends there'

Friday, February 24

7hf Candldate" Uc Theater 649pm
Band Frolic: Conservatory Auditorium 7:30 p m
Concert: Ronnie Montrose, Old Waldort, S.F. 8:30 & 11:30 p m
Concert. The Rubinoos" and "Leila and the Snakes"
»
ke,ey 8 PmPerformance: "A Tribute to Black Historic*/ r
••'
°ne'
Flgures presented bY Johnny Williams.
7:30 p.m. WPC's Albright Auditorium

erand-

Arf awards announced
dentsfomh ^ been presented to 20 stum th6 i4th Annual A"'
Uni veS v st'n
Exhib'tion at UniverWtrfthef Pacffe11

Design winners were Phillip Helton and
Opoku Acheampong; a painting award went
to Tai Clawson.

Saturday, February 25
Film: "The Candidate" 3, 6 & 9 p.m. UC Theater.
Band Frolic: Conservatory Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
Concert: Jim Bacon, Tillie Lewis Auditorium, Delta College 8pm
Concert: Ronnie Montrose, Old Waldorf, S.F. 8:30 p.m.'
Sunday, February 26
Film: "The Candidate" UC Theater 3,649pm
Interdenominational Chapel Service Morris Chapel, 6 p.m.
Monday, February 27
£"*** V°'«ReCltal' Lynda Trovinger, Conservatory Auditorium 815 p m
Concert. Taj Mahal, Great American Music Hall 8 & 1130 p m
u
i' t! N t,0 al bamp°°n Show"" Zel|erbach Auditorium 8 p.m

IT J p ?

Meeting. The Pacific Dance Theater Group reorganizational meeting Dance Studio 6
p.m. For more information cpll Karen Friend, 946-2210.
Tuesday. February 28

'rom th£,Se bonored received certificates
their rnntT50''108 U0P Art Department for
works wo
'°nS t0 the show- Some 125
ln the exhibit thatclosed recently
in the n
6 Uniyersity Center Gallery Lounge.
Turra ra,W'ng awards went to Jim Perry, Fred
• Lisa Young, and Marcie Norris.

Honored for their work in graphics were
Jean Swan and Brett Abbott and Marjie Fries.
In photography, the awards went to Julie Ta-'
fel, Herbert Hall, Paul Area, Carlos Fair
banks and Gary Martel.
Certificates in ceramics included two to
Vernon Hahn plus Wesley Choy and Katy Romary. In Sculpture those honored were
Fries, plus Michael Adams and Zoya Bryner.

RESERVE IT NOW FOR YOUR PARTY
Gas

operated Portable f

oarty and Picnic
eer Dispenser
Holds Half Barrel
Available with our
Kegs
Wine & Deli

Coldest Beer
in Town
Howie's Liquors
1245 Buena Vista Avenue
Stockton 462-8541
(South on Pershing with a right on
Harding, then left on Buena Vista)

Lecture: The Experience of Black Women in II <; wio»„
r, o
y M'"er °f C0P
History Department. Raymond-Callison Lodge 6 30 o m
'
p m- Sponsored by the UOP
Women's Union.
Folk Dancing: Covell Centra 7 p.m.
UCPC Film: "Tristana" UC Theater 7 & 10 p m
»«M..t«niBS.,to;paci„c4ns„0^,„aQuintelCmer(>iory#uatojum
"""" "•

s

L"«y Graupe. Conservatory Auditorium 7 p.m.

Wednesday. March 1
Ballroom Dancing: South Campus Gym 7pm
Travel Photography WPC 140 7:30 p.m
UCPC Film: "A Woman Under The Influence" 7 30 & 1 n n m
i
Recital: Trumpet and French Horn, Dons Haddv *„h f
, r,
Auditorium 7 p.m.
Frank.Clark, Conservatory!
Thursday. March 2
Dance: Disco Dance 'Thursday Night Live" Exert ,tiwa c ,
Way and
Eighth St. 9 p.m. to 3 a.m. Admission $1.50 Sponsor^ bvT'nmf
and W'"ard Harrell.
Recital: Violin and Oboe, Deanna Hay and Lynn Lash r
Lynn Lash' Conservatory Auditorium, 8:15
p.m.
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The Tubes: BD/SM us Rode Culture
by Robert Haite Graham
Fifteen or so years ago (15? Whew!!) I
saw the Beatles on the Ed Sullivan show. I
can remember my parents saying then that
rock and roll in general and the Beatles in
particular were evil, decadent, and sure
signs that the end was at hand.
I wonder what they'd say about the
Tubes.
I first saw the Tubes two years ago at the
Conservatory. They appealed to me then for
the same reason I like them now: they are
virtually the only rock group that gives their
audience a personality, an aspect of the self,
or a role that is not their own. Springsteen is
always Springsteen; the Grateful Dead are
always the Dead; the Bee Gees always play
themselves, the brothers Gibb.
But like the writer who uses multiple
points of view or the author who is a different
narrator in each work, the Tubes brought to
the Stockton Civic last Wednesday a rocktheater show that was designed to exposit
intelligent social criticism through multiple
personalities.
—
Lead vocalist Fee Waybill and the rest of
the Tubes moved easily through their various
roles- the slick crooner type a la Danny
Hutton or Peter Frampton; embarassingly
bad dancers in a close-encounters-of-thestar-wars-kind number; teacher and pupils
in a classroom skit ("Don't touch Me There ;
Tom Jones ("It's Not Unusual"); British Punk
Rockers (Fee as Johnny Booger) and
masquerade rockers (Fee as "Quay Lewd"as
Elton-David Bowie).
Along the way, the Tubes satirized
America's cultural concepts of Sex (their
bondage routine is beautifully done),

Photo by Dave Newqubt
Fee Waybill and the rest of the Tubes during some of their show antics. This action came
during their famous song, "Don't Touch Me There.
It's no great matter because everyone
the sound mix all but obliterated the lyrics to
Smoking ("It's a Drag"); obsessive
should see the Tubes at least once. As they
most of the songs, or that the wholeshow was
materialism("What Do You Want From
explore the mu Itifarious elements of self and
curiously disjointed, unpolished and lacking
Life?"), education, television, crime, and
in the excitement and urgency necessary to society, they in turn expose those elements
oowerlust.
for critical examination. What more do you
pull off such a performance.
I suppose it's really no great matter that
want from life?
=56=

=56=

=56=

=se=

=56=

=56=

=56=

=56=
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HANDEL
IT IE MESSIAH
900688. Handel: THE MESSIAH. The complete oratorio in all its
splendor, with soprano Jennifer Vyvyan, contralto Norma Proctor and
the London Philharmonic Orchestra and Choir cond. by Sir Adrian
Boult. $15.00 Value.
3 Record Set Complete Only $6.99

CLASSICAL

FOLK

ROCK

940477. Fvrtwengler Conducts: WAGNER: THE RING OP NI8ELUMO. An incredible value, here is the entire Ring Cycle avaftable in
one set from the historic 1950 liVe recording of Wilheim Furtwangier
at La Scoia in Milan featuring Kirsten Flogstad.
$55.00 Value.
11 Record Sot Complete Only $24.99

$26944. REETHOVEN'S NINE SYMPHONIES. Now, arranged in
sequence for automatic record changers, you can hear any symphony
complete without turning a record over. These ore the famous London
Festival definitive recordings featuring Josef Krips conducting the Lon
don Symphony Orchestra. 7 magnificent records plus handsome 2color softbound Pictorial History of Composer's Life. Originally
releosed in different format at $40.00. Now only ^ of the original
Prt**47 Record Sot Complete Only $11.99

SALE STARTS FRIDAY, FEB. 24

S3405X. ROMANTIC FLUTF. RAMPAL
Only $2 49
S30976. PADEREWSK1 PLAYS CHOPIN
<>X $o 49
938111. RACHMANINOFF PLAYS RACHMANINOFF Only $2^49

r

RECORD
SALE

$1.98 to $24.99

R.

fjjSf '%^'j
k
|

Unirersity Center • Stockton, CA 95211 • (209) 946-2329

=»€=
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"0P„al *" P8e*> Stole tomorrow night

University of the Pacific's men's basket
ball team will close out their regular season
tomorrow night when they travel to SanDiego
State for an 8 p.m. contest. Last night the
Tigers
I Igers p
payee
ayed at
a.Long
LongBeach State but results
were not available when the Pacifican went
to press.
Were

Pr'°r t0

n'8htS actlon'the

UOP
Fresno State
San Diego State
Fullerton State
Long Beach State
San Jose State
UCSB
UC Irvine

wereRZr"8 ^ ,he

Scor,n« '<»

F.gers

of the o3S Co,eman who was the overallhero
hLH ?Z?' thOUgh Fte scored 2b points

Joe Hovorka and Don Gunn, 1 point

State7 uVfhr'5
and wen^nn t

standings

was

9_3

9-3
9-3
7-5
5-7
4-8
3-9

fiT

elr"er

a8a,ns'

Fullerton
Fitan iead
the game by 9 points It
Dzubak thatTparke!
Within about four minutes of play
0tf an early

Baseball team battles San Jose

2-10

M rf^0p,S

Last night U.C. Santa Barbara played at
Fresno State, San Jose State visS J
Diego and UC Irvine battled Fullerton at
Fullerton. Tomorrow night's aZ , f
Fullerton State at UCSB, San Jose State' ,

tSPTZr*
dZwL c °^
'rom

State. B600*1 S^le and UC Irvine at presro

half of play. °

vars,,V

baseball team takes ati
our earned runs in a game UOP lost 5-?

i«h m!?^6 °ZUb#k'
S

,hown

omore

above, heloed

S,atB la,,Thu^y-

MVe"

Wilmington,
P0'"1* in
first

a^wfnjT6' P'tC^,hree ,nn,n«s ""bout
allowing a run for the Tigers.
Frank

f"
series opener, Syd Church delighted he

r»e„a.

T^way trough the first half. Dzubak scored
pomts and passed off for 2 assists

^T

Coach

^'TheuSB0"

appearance •

eg° State and
6Sn° State w°uld

Last weekend, in back-to-back games.

«5Sw

EB'S'SR

16 P010'^ P""ed
down^o'l'ebo35'^6
aown 10 rebounds, passed for 2 assists and

scoredT4bl°Ck|ed Sh0t Terence Carney
scored 14 points and had a game-hieh 5
T o,ca
rt
u

s „ r

™ -J-ss.*

Free Market Analyst
Prof. Real Estate Consultation
Selling?

k

Buying?

CALL
7f£R/ra<3H

Investing?

BASKETBALL PLAYER
OF THE WEEK

Bus. 951-1911
Res. 465-8805
1024 W. Robinhood Dr.,
Stockton, CA 95207

:222Z222222Z22x

IEDICAL SCHOOL
SCHOLARSHIPS
d OV,«aniU"
fees
ei?W
es a
n
a $400 a

tU",0n p,us boolcs ond lab
monfh
stipen(J
fof furfher

ormation and eligibility requirements,
call (415) 273-7791 or write to:

OFFICER PROGRAMS
Room 826, 1515 Clay Street
Oakland, CA 94612
DEADLINE TO APPLY:

MARCH 15, 1978
22222222222222222:

K

"S*

,nn,n«s without
allowins a mn u
allowing a run. Halvorson. Pederson Mart
onreal Tom Gonsalvez and Gaebel were
the only Tigers to get hits.

the flnal hor"e

George Fowler^dlSe King

Fresno State be for ir!f p
get the bye.
'

I

srrjs'iarf

and UCSB

'W3S

Rogers and Stu Pederson
e^-h°rS?n'
each got two hits for Pacific. Peterson also
drove in a run for the Tigers.
'nthe second game J.J. Kiernan was the

Russ Coleman

*'5« ,85/

c
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Sports
Ron Cornelius

A freshman who
is making it big
by Pat Emerson
"At the first of the year my goal was just
to make the traveling squad, said 6-9, 190
pound Ron Cornelius. Little did Cornelius
know that head coach Stan Morrison would
single him out to be the only freshman
starter for the University of the Pacific varsity
basketball team.
After the freshman made the traveling
squad he went out for a starting position. I
worked hard and the competition wastough,
yet we're a team and we're all behind one
another one hundred per cent. We all want
each other to do good,' said Cornelius.
A Santa Ana Valley High School gradu
ate, Cornelius averaged 22 points and 14 re
bounds a game. He was named Orange
County player of the year, was the most val
uable player of the Century League, and was
an A11-CIF4-A first team pick. He also won
the Orange County Association Citizenship
of the Year award.
'It was a tough decision deciding where
to go to school,' Cornelius admitted. The ma
jor schools that tried to recruit him were
USC, University of Arizona, Idaho State, all of
the Pacific Coast Athletic Association
(PCAA) schools and Louisville. Fullerton
State wanted him so badly that they nick
named him 'the boy that got away.'
'In the end it came down to a choice be
tween Pacific and Louisville. I knew that if I
went to Louisville, there was a good chance
that I wouldn't play.' said Cornelius. How
ever, he admitted that Louisville had an
impressive record and he wouldn't have
minded being part of a team that's usually
ranked in the top ten.
One reason that Cornel ius chose Pacific
is because of it's location. 'Louisville is four
thousand miles away and my mom would
never get to see me play,' commented the
freshman.
Cornelius said the main reason for his
choosing Pacific is coach Morrison. Every
other coach that he talked with just talked
basketball. Morrison was the only coachthat
mentioned academics.
Cornelius went on to say, 'He's a great
guy and a great coach and the main reason I
came here. He cares about the players. I
guess he's a father-type coach. I know that if
I need to be kicked in the rear, he'll do it.'

Cornelius has really come to enjoy Paci
tie. T don't know much about the rest of
Stockton, but campus life is great. The
coach at Fullerton State did not think that I'd
be happy here, but he's wrong.'
The freshman feels that the hardest
thing about adjusting to college life is being
away from home. He admits that making a
lot of friends has helped to cure his home
sickness.
As a business major, Cornelius has
plans to go into marketing. I made average
grades this semester, about a C average. I
guess the first semester is a learning exper
ience and a time to adjust,' Cornelius said.
When asked about being the only fresh
man starter on the team, Cornelius admit
ted that when he's out on the floor, he doesn't
consider himself a freshman. He believes
that in 'learning', you could consider him a
freshman, butout on the court, he feels there
are no age barriers, just experienced players.
And I'm gaining lots of experience,'
commented the freshman.
He feels the main differences between
high school and division one basketball are
talent, size, and strength. Cornelius stated,
'The best way I'm going to learn is to play
against people my size.'
Cornelius believes the PCAA is a good
league. 'Any team can beat any team at any
given night, they're all tough,' he said.
When Cornelius first saw the Tigers he
knew they had talent. He expected Pacific to
be involved in a close race even though the
team was not rated very high. He feels their
success is due to Morrison. 'He is a super
coach and he out thinks the other guys, that's
why we're winning,' said Cornelius.
He also attributes their success to the
three guard-oneforward offense. 'Russ Cole
man really plays forward, but he can play
guard too. This gives an advantage in quick
ness,' stated Cornelius.
When asked about his unusual calm
ness during the games, Cornelius replied,
'There's no reason to be nervous. I've been in
pressure situations before. When the ball
goes up, I just play my game. I go out to do
my best and every game is a big game for
me.'

by Jorge Raya

POP's women's basketball team closes its season this week with three consecutive
road games at Cal, USF and American River College. UOP beat Fresno State and Delta
Junior College last week.

PACIFICAN UNCLASSIFIED
LOST YOUR GLASSES? Campus Lost and
Found, located in the Center Information
Booth, now has several pairs of lost glasses
looking fortheir owners. Also, several setsof
keys and allsorts of other odds and ends are
awaiting for their owners to come and claim
them. So if you have lost any items re
cently, (or if you find any) please be sure to
check at the University Center Information
Booth.

Attention Faculty and Staff-Out of shape?
Gaining weight? Do you find difficulty
initiating or maintaining a regular exercise
program? Our research is aimed at helping
you incorporate and maintain a regular
exercise regimen intoyour life. Motivational
techniques involvinglearning principles will
be used. Ifyou areinterested pleasecontact
Tim Thorsteinson 951-1870 or 946-2132

WANTED: Accompanist (piano) for Modern
Dance and-or Ballet classes. Must be cer
tifiable work-study. Will train. 8:00-9:30
a.m. M-Th, 2:30-4:00 p.m. Tu, Th. See
Karen Friend in Gymnasium, room 7, or call

SECURITY OFFICERS: male or female Bart
time, could become full time summer work.
Prefer people with G. Card, however, will
train. Must have phoneand transportation.
Apply in person, 27 N. Grant. All Gear
provided.

2210.

MEN! WOMEN!

Special student program
• additional discounts for good students •
• broad coverage type policy
policy may be continued after graduation

PUTCHiR INSURANCE

4600 N. PERSHING AVENUE

STOCKTON CALL 478-2450

Our Office is Located Just 3 blocks from the UOP
campus on the southeast corner of Pershing
Avenue and March Lane.
"

•»<=

r

i
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JOBS ON SHIPS! American. Foreign. No
experience required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer job or career.
Send $3.00 for information. SEAFAX;
Dept. B-15 Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98326,

Placement Center
Federal Internship# now availableNavy
Civilian Personnel (CAPSO-N) are offering
co-operative educational employment
opportunities.
Dept. of HEW-Social
Security-Co-op.
Summer & Parttime listings Specific in
formation may be obtained from Place
ment Office- See Ms. Gloria Carter.

AREY0U AFRAID OF SNAKES?
A study to helppeople overcometheir fear of
snakes, conducted by Gary Howells of
Raymond-Callison. If interested, call 9462450 or contact him at his office, Rm. 127.
To all my pals on 2nd floor Carter... Miss ya
LOADS!
Love, LANCE
Typing in my home: term papers, etc. Pick
up and delivery.
Call 465-4785.

Tutor'Wanted for financial management
student. $3 an hour. CALL951-3475 OR the
Pacifican Office.
"Frank,"
don't
do
this
me!. . . SLAM. . . boom-boomboom. . . ! . . . ?
num. 32

to

Unclassified rates: students and faculty 10
cents a line; others 30 cents a line;one line
is approximately 33 spaces.
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The present dent
la
dentiafcandidate^Non^^m^to^aretha^com0^?" ASU°P
ness that is so necessary for this position And
w" ueandwillmg"
nobody had that definitive student body endorsement either

do it'youSl" V0U ™ant SOme,hine done

a'™* "ere. you have

to

dateHhouton^really ^rpriM^an^^^am con"/ laaa wr'?e''n candithe campus issues and postulating their alleviation sn" ^h"8 S'2:k
8
dent is more a change of title than function.

obvtoSrss

believfin hrnm^mpaign W!!hout a few camPa'8" promises? I don't
cor,.J committing myself to anything I can't deliver so concandidates^ Pr°mises lack the ,uster inherent in other (less honest)
<=0 mC!?I0U ,ik®speed bumps? Well, neither do I! Few things upset me

menace in
°bstac,es; an unquestionable
menace, it | am elected, I will remove all of these dastardlv hazardc
elsewhere (like in

ftudPntlV^'r grad6?

my w.nion of the California Instituteof PodiatryLoto you the

-

?re you sick of bein8 honestly

Manv
evaluated?
6 °pini0n that if they wanted C's- they'd go
to Delta Yn.?ct H V?'C!
$4 ?7n nn * Stude"ts have payed good money for your grades. At
$4,270.00 a year, 3.5 is not too much to ask!

Were it not for CIP, many bunions and corns would gootherwise un
corrected, n acknowledging the fine job performed bX mawto'

y play°rm for Social Improvements is perhaps the strength of
mu J™* ™
y, I ^ fw'fn'
am mceptive to the needs of the student (s') body (ies)

pZin

hoped it to b? Socfauam"tt0n *2?th® SUCC6SS our past administration

'^'""'"eyweren'tsucha

Should beer be sold in the Rathskellar? I'm glad you asked that
question, because l cant see how this issue if even under con
sideration. Granted I m no economics major, but it seems to me that if
Td

Z'

to ~

,hen"1C0Uldn,,™kea"rm°ne'

tk t K *iS glve away but how would we cover our costs7'
t»r r
i prost,tutlon on campus? To be truthful, I've seen bet
ter I m rather upset by all the advertisement and attention given to this
mediocre student service, and feel that either the program should
undergo drastic revision or be phased out altogether.

let's face rt, dis^wtobng

<

^Part"*'COnCerts) a<U0P are-

That's where I come in. In order to rectify the present social sit-

from $75°00tn S7snUmhingSt0d0)'' P'ant0raisethestudentbodyfee
from $75.00 to $750.00 a semester, thus enabling us to sponsor twice
maybe three times as many social functions
'Bit' hP^ R^ Lm LTing for ASU0P pmsident; to make things a
Bit better. But why should you vote for me?
... ' wor}* string together a list of qualifications to try and impress you
appea'is simple: Vpp k"°»
'amthan those other Bozos that are running.

Tntn! ^

Letters Vague air surrounds election
Dear Editor:
In viewing the ASUOP Executive Elec
tion. it seems evident that a very unorgan
ized and vague air surrounds the rules and
regulations of qualifying and campaigning.
This situation appears even more
contradictory when it is known that our El'ecions Committee Chairman (and incidently,
ur
Executive Vice President) was a key
Prosecutor tor the Students For Fair Elec
tions group which removed Guy Frank from
nice over alleged instances that Mr. Frank
wstnbuted campaign materials after the
time deadline.
analysis of the election rules,
a special consideration to how they have
sen applied, reveals a serious structural
w regarding declaration of the office a
andidate is running for and the circulation
Petitions regarding the same.

bear Editor:

mentioned will commit themselves to the
circulation of written guidelines before the
election process begins.
All candidates can thenlive up tothe fair
election standards set, thereby providing a
creative campaign environment and well-de
fined requirements which everyone knows
about in advance.
Sincerely,
Karen Fardella

Further

For example, Candidate A obtains
overal signatures for an office and then
anges to another office using signatures
cquired under the auspices of running for
the first office.
D

Then 'f an endorsee signs Candidate A's
ition assuming this candidate is actually
nning for
0ffjce namec| an(j t^gr, sjgns
^Petition for Candidate B for another office,
ere are conflicting signature problems
w,
anr|Ch represent a gross loss of efficiency
duality in the system when Candidate A
s
off! Ctl6S candldacy to Candidate B's race for

and th 6 ttlat a" tFle cand'dates 'or office
liamls bPP ^tudents can bear up underthe
ana
^ tde Electron-organization •
that the successors to the positions

I have a weak stomach
I am outraged by your cynical opinion
have to label the goat the "Pacifican", and
and the cartoon which appeared in the last
the garbage "CIP". If that doesn't work, try
issue of the Pacif ican. How dare you refer to
the goat as "UOP", and the garbage as either
a program which practices on—campus
The Pacifican", or maybe, "CIP". Or, if the
armed robbery as "worthwhile"?
goat is too great a challenge, have him try a
Since these are local community pig
people, perhaps you mean that the localsare
Any one of these ideas could be cosmic
ripping off the University.
in their impact, and people wouId beso busy
If Robin Hood would be proud of CIP, trying to figure out what the hell they meant,
why is the "robber" frowning, and the "vic
that maybe they wouldn't notice that the
tim" pleased? Or, is you artist lousy at draw accompanying tiny opinion is pure slop. Or
ing parasites? Maybe a little square filled would they?
with 160 "dots" was too much for him.
But please, no more violence in car
Why don't you have the artist try his hand toons. I have a weak stomach.
at drawing a goat. I can just see a "CIP" goat
chewing up "UOP" garbage. But then, you'd
Sincerely,
Joeita Thomas

Just the facts
Dear Editor:

The evident misconceptions and poorly
never under a budget system. It was always
researched information which appeared in
under a slot system. Since the inception of
the Opinion column regarding the Com
the program in 1969C.I.P. was allocated 200
munity Involvement Program has prompted student slots.
Fact: C.I.P. currently has less than 160
me to enlighten the writer. Here are the
students on campus. The impact on class
facts:
size has not been enough to require added
Fact: C.I.P. students have been re
faculty or classes. The 'empty seat' theory is
quired to apply for BEOG, COG, and State
plausable. That is to say it costs no extra
Scholarships since 1973. For the 1977-78
money tohave a few extra studentsin a class.
school year C.I.P. students have generated
To the disadvantage of U.O.P. stu
$211,393 in Federal monies.
Fact: The Advisory Board is comprised dents the budget of the university is closed.
The administration can easily manipulate
of Community, Faculty, and student
representatives from C.I.P., ASUOP, BSU. numbers to their convenience. It also gives
and MECHA. The main charge of the Board them unquestionable power to manipulate
is to advise. It is not a fund raising com the minds of the unknowing.
Fact: The HUD loan which was used to
mittee.
One -reason -the Board- has- never wor- - build the University Center was made partly
ried about funding is because C.I.P. was because of C.I.P. The program fulfilled the

criteria of having students from low income
families on campus. C.I.P. helped the
University save money.
It is believed by many that there is no
State College in the immediate Stockton area
because of U.O.P. Who owes what to
whom? Does the community of Stocktonowe
the University anything for this great incon
venience?
What bothered me most about the arti
cle is the obvious manipulative instigation
which isoccurring on this campus. It seems
the administration is trying to create conflict
between C.I.P. and the general student
population. Do you seriously believe tuition
would decrease if C.I.P. were no longeron
campus?
Nicolette Fernandez
C.I.P. Student
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The
front desk

Scenes from a mirage
ASUOP elections are upon us. This Wednesday and Thursday you are
going to
decide who should represent you in student government.
The Pacifican Editorial Board had planned to endorse people for these
offices. It was assumed that the board would consist of well-informed
students who have covered ASUOP and the upcoming elections for the
newspaper.
, .
However the board assumed that students would be campaigning
by now. Some candidates did express concern about meeting with
student journalists. Some candidates did circulate printed matter
concerning their views. Some people, as far as this staff is concerned,
may not exist at all. Therefore, an endorsement is impossible.
The staff is committing themselves to find out who the candidates
are before they vote. You should too. You may have to become an
investigative reporter to learn the following things, but please make the
effort:

111

(1) Read all campaign material. Be wary of candidates who stress only
their name and not the issues.
(2) Attend a candidate's night and see the students face each other.
Evaluate how they react and communicate with students.
(3) Study the candidate's issues. Are they the same issues which are
pounded to death each year? Does the candidate have accomplishable
goals?
(4) Evaluate the performance of ASUOP in the past. What changes do
you see as being necessary? Does your candidate agree with you?
(5) Examine the qualifications of all the candidates. Experience in
student government is important. The person elected will haveonlyone
year to implement changes and develop an effective working
relationship with his staff, students and the administration.
(6)After all this work, take the time to vote. Last year fewer people voted
in the run-off than in the original election. Onceyouvote.be committed
to your selection.
A final thanks is due
our current ASUOP president. Although
students may not be in the position to observe all of the actions of Randy
Breschini, he has been effective in working with the students and
administration as a whole. With time andselectivity on the part of the
student body this year, we may again be privileged to work with an
interested, hard working ASUOP president.

Who cares
Lord knows it has been beaten to death. Lord knows that everyone has spindled and
mutilated it as an editorial topic. But what is unfortunate is that those who editorialize on
this issue condescend to their readers in a twisted form of socio-intellectual handslap.
There is the age old question, what do you think about ignorance and apathy?
Followed by the equally old quip, I don't know and I don't care.
As much as I hate typical editorials on how American students are slipping into an age
of uncaring and mediocrity, I couldn't resist offering my own perspective.
It has been said that people just don't care anymore. But I think that is a faulty
assumption. What may be true, is that people care less about things they used to care
more about. But that doesn't mean they don't care anymore.
The audience was only half full for Senator George McGovern I hat s sad, but I don't
think it is a significant warning signal of the decline of western civilization as we know it.
With two deadline extensions, no one wanted to run for the Pacifican Publications
Board That'ssadtoo but Idon'tsee itasacluethatcollege journalism isgoingtohellina
handbasket because of student apathy. I do see it as a clue that people are eithercontent
enough or not stirred up enough to take matters into their own hands.
The reason behind this, became very clear to me this past week. I say the following
risking accusations of self indulgence.
Last week, the Pacifican, in my very biased opinion, produced a pretty good
newspaper with a lot of relevant information. Vet, only two articles in the whole paper
fostered comment: The editorial on the Community Involvement Program, illiciting
thunder from the CIP ranks, and the interview with the rock in front of the engineering
building, illiciting positive comments from a diverse group of people. Now what can we
draw from this?
The typical editorial response would be to belittle the mentality of ths readers. But I
hate to do that for two reasons. First, since the rock article appeared on page 5 of a 16
page newspaper, casting aspersions on the rneutaiirv <•' the
w .-urd mandate a
critical look at the mentality of the editorial staff as well.
But more importantly, I don't see that the readers mentality is an issue. I see that
people don't need to be bogged down in their free thinking time. Whatever it is, pressure
for employment, general laziness etc., people want less to worry about. That's not an
original statement, and I don't have an opinion whether it is good or not.
That's certainly in itself not an original statement. But to cite it as a societal down
ward trend is an overreaction.
Why is apathy, or perhaps more politely, passivity, so wrong? Why is there such
negativism over an attitude the oppostie of which caused a decade of collision and
resentment, namely the 1960's?
I'm not preaching apathy, no more than I'm condemning it. There always have to be
people who do care, who do involve themselves and insist that matters are taken care of
efficiently.
And for those people, that is the right thing to do. As their number constructively
increases then constructive change is facilitated by their growing number. But for those
who do not take part, those who are passive, I see no great crime.
The only crime is stagnation. Any institution or program has to be continuosly aware
of the changing trends in attitude and clientele.
If rock stories are what are appealing,then the news section has to reevaluate itself. If
this year's campaign is so lowkey because people are tired of hearingthe same old issues,
then ASUOP needs to redefine its purpose.
But when the market intensity for entertainment and politic shifts, it doesn't mean
that something is wrong.
The only crime is stagnation. Any institution or program has tobe continuously aware
of the changing trends in attitude and clientele.

EEMie-M££K//e-M W f £ " M O £ ! ^ >
Randy Bass

Pacifican policy
Editorials are written by the Editor-in-Chief and are approved by the
Editorial Board prior to publication.
Letters are generally brief corrections, questions or statements. They
must be no longer than 250 words. Guest columns, which may be written
by any member of the university community, may be no longer than 750
words. They must consist of clearly expressed, responsibly written
themes. Both letters and guest columns must be typed. Contributors
must include their signature and telephone number (letters may have
their names withheld upon request). Contributions should be submitted
to the Editor-in-Chief of the Pacifican one week prior to publication. The
Pacifican reserves the right to edit all material submitted to Opinion pages
or libel and brevity. All opinions on the Opinion pages, except for those
stated in the editorial," are those of the authors alone.
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